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Airset Bag-GaPilot

Cena brutto 98,97 zł

Cena netto 80,46 zł

Numer katalogowy 21673141

Kod producenta ga-bag

Kod EAN/Wewnętrzny 5900025924105

Opis produktu
Air headphone bag. It was designed by our company specifically for the transport of air handsets. Practical, sturdy and
comfortable. The bag was made of non-remutable nylon material-codura 1680D.

Inside the wall there is a rigid polymer sponge. Thanks to which the bag provides a very good protection for the headphones.
The interior of the bag was lined with a soft lining. The outer edges of the bag are grey in colour. The GA-HB is dedicated to
the headphones of the GAPILOT brand, but it matches the headphones of various companies.

Unlike the other manufacturers, our bag offers enough room for headphones. Thanks to which there is no need to "push" or
"bend" the cable from the headphones to fit them inside. The air bag bag has a comfortable and sturdy handle to facilitate
transportation. The bag is equipped with two chambers.

Large for air headphones and smaller for keys, documents, and so on. The bi-directional instant lock of the large chamber is
spunted almost all over the circumference of the bag, so that the headphones can be placed in the middle without a problem.
In addition, there are two pockets for telephone, documents, pens, etc. from the bag. On the back of the bag there is a large
pocket for documents or maps. Which with no problem can fit e.g. Notebooks in A5 format.

External dimensions of the bag:

26 x 20 x 14cm (height, width, depth)

Interior dimensions of the main chamber:

25 x 19 x 10cm (height, width, depth)

 

PRODUCT PARAMETERS:

Practical, robust, and convenient.
made of high-quality materials
outer layer of bag made of 1680D
external dimensions 26 x 20 x 14cm (height, width, depth)
dimensions of the main chamber on the headset 25 x 19 x 10cm
dimensions of the smaller enclosure for documents 20 x 19 x 2cm
two-way instant lock on almost all of the circuit
wall with all polymer sponge
soft padding inside the bag
grey side edge finish
strong tape around the main chamber
handy and handyman
3 years of warranty
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